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Raw data is both an oxymoron 
Bowker, Geoﬀrey C. Memory Practices in the Sciences. MA: MIT Press, 2006.
and a bad idea; to the contrary, 
data should be cooked with care.

the dataﬁcation of labourthe labour of dataﬁcation                            
Citation count          measure of the impact of a paper in a given ﬁeld
● Count of citations received
h-index          measures the productivity and impact of an author
● A scholar has an index of h when she has published h papers, each of which has been 
cited at least h times.
Journal Impact Factor (JIF)          measure of relative importance of a journal in a given ﬁeld
● Yearly average number of citations that recent articles published in a given journal 
received
Altmetrics Attention Score         measure of online attention and reach of a paper
● Weighted count of attention received from social media, news, Wikipedia and other 
sources
Some bibliometric indicators
What’s wrong with bibliometric indicators?
● Conceptual weaknesses
● Accuracy / Integrity
● Exclusions




● Taylor & Francis
● Sage
● Reed-Elsevier
30 - 40% proﬁt margins}
$2.54 billion in 2018
What does bibliometrics tell us?
● 80-20 rule (1934)
● Matthew Effect (Merton 1968)
● Matilda Effect (Rossiter 1993)
● Citation gender gaps (Dion, 
Sumner, Mitchell 2018) 
Matilda Joslyn Gage (1826-1998)
Some bibliometric ﬁndings
[...] are also responsible for producing as well as tracking the social. They 
shape behaviours. As people are subject to these forms of measurement they 
will produce diﬀerent responses and outcomes, knowing, as they often will, 
what is coming and the way that their performance will become visible.
Productive measures 
Beer, David. “Productive Measures: Culture and Measurement in the 
Context of Everyday Neoliberalism.” Big Data & Society 2, no. 1 (June 
10, 2015): 1–12. 
“
”
As a non-referential unit of value entirely internal to the system, 
Readings, Bill. The University in Ruins. Harvard University Press, 1997. 
“
”
excellence marks nothing more than the moment of technology’s 
self-reﬂection. All that the system requires is for activity to take 
place, and the empty notion of excellence refers to nothing other 
than the optimal input/output ratio in matters of information.
Self-archiving
Skywriting oﬀers the possibility of accelerating scholarly communication to 
something closer to the speed of thought.
Harnad, Stevan.  “Scholarly Skywriting and the Prepublication Continuum of 











The (academic) social network platform
“The company's mission is to accelerate the world's research.”
     www.academia.edu/about 
● Founded in 2007 by Richard Price
● .edu domain name registered in 1999
● Based in San Francisco, 101-250 employees
● 33.8M total funding
● 16M Series C funding in March 2019 from Tencent 
with participation from Social Discovery Ventures
● Over 112M users
       “We're guided by our mission to connect the world of science 
and make research open to all.”
www.researchgate.net/about
● Founded in 2008 by Ijad Madisch
● Based in Berlin, 250-500 employees
● 87.6M total funding
● 52.6M Series D funding in 2017 from Bill Gates, Goldman 
Sachs, Wellcome Trust, Benchmark, LVMH, Ashton Kutcher ++
● Over 15M users
● 2.5 million publications/month (2017)

Interview with Ijad Madisch, CEO of ResearchGate
Forbes, 2012  
Academia.edu
● Interest-based / Online behavioural advertising
● Premium membership fees






“We are moving toward a world where the key node in the network of scientiﬁc 
communication is the individual rather than the journal. The individual is increasingly going 
to be the person who drives the distribution of their own work and also the work of other 
people they admire.” 
Richard Price, Founder/CEO of Academia.edu
Interview in Information Culture with Hadas Shema, 2012
https://blogs.scientiﬁcamerican.com/information-culture/interview-with-richard-price-academia-edu-ceo/
Academia.edu
● AuthorRank
● PaperRank
ResearchGate
● RG Score
Analytics
hcommons.org
radicaloa.disruptivemedia.org.uk
scholarled.org
Thank you!
corina@mat3rial.com
@corinamacd
